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• Did you use the materials and lessons sent out for the 6th grade recruitment program?

• How effective was the organization of your day?

• Do you feel that the presentations were educational and well received by your students?

• Mark all of your students’ favorite presentations.

• Do you feel that the Display Areas and it’s exhibits were educational and well received by your students?

• Mark all of your students favorite Display Area Exhibits.

• Which aspects of the day were most successful?
Survey Results for:

- FFA Student Ag Displays
- FFA Presentations
- Display Area Exhibits
- Sheep Shearing Presentations
- MUSD Poultry Project
School Site

Number of Form Results: 38

Did you use the materials and lessons sent out for the 6th grade Environmental Stewardship Program?

Number of Form Results: 38

How effective was the organization of your day?

Number of Form Results: 38
Do you feel that the presentations were educational and well received by your students?

Number of Form Results: 38
Mark all of your students favorite Planet Party 2011 presentations:

Number of Form Results: 38
Do you feel that the Display Area and its exhibits were educational and well received by your students?

Number of Form Results: 38
Mark all of your students favorite Planet Party 2011 Display Area exhibits:
Number of Form Results: 38
What aspects of Planet Party Day 2011 were most successful?

Number of Form Results: 38

Teacher Comments (from the Feeder Schools)
What could have been improved to make the experience more enjoyable and beneficial for your students?

smaller groups, trying to talk to groups of 30 is not optimal, break the class into groups of 10 so the presenters can have more luck communicating with all of the students

i do not think nothing should have been added to improve planet party day it was very great

We needed pencils to play the pizza party learning game. Next year they should provide or forwam teachers so that we will be prepared.

The day was a waste of time except for the free stuff. The presentations were not heard by most of the children because having 30 people standing in front of one small presentation doesn't work. I made the same comments last year!!!!!!!!!!!

Ability to hear presenters. Better trained group leaders, a better lunch area. It was crowded. Accessing the trash because people blocked the area was a concern.

More hands on Activities.

It was great

Students able to see more exhibits, more seating for lunch in the shade, more trash cans

Very hard to hear the presenters in the tented area. Costco-type microphones?

It was a little loud having all of the presenters in a small area.

The experience was great! I think to make it even better, it would be nice to allow the classrooms to select their top 5 or 6 presenters so they know what they'll be seeing. Also, maybe the map can include a key to tell what vendor is located where.

unsure

I thought the day was very well organized.

My students needed water earlier in the day. They were dehydrated and lacked focus.

I think if the bags were pre-filled with water. The kids did not get any water when we arrived and could not get to the Coke display for water for at least an hour.

The presentations were too close to each other. It made it hard to hear.

spread the BIG Tent areas further apart so the sound/noise from one presentation won't interfere with the others......students that can hear better will learn & retain more info. I still think a scavenger hunt idea maybe on the back of the 'green card'

More space in lunch area

1. The "opening" video would be more meaningful and generate more excitement if students could watch it at their school sites. DVDs could be shared at the sites to cut the cost.
2. The presenters are very difficult to hear. They need to be spread out more.

It was very difficult to hear the presentations, which made it challenging to engage all students and adults. sound systems or more space between presentations might help.

Lunch area needs more seats and sections designated for each school so it is easier to gather students when they finish eating.

Overall a great experience. However, we had a LONG line for lunch, then no place to sit. Perhaps stagger the lunch times every 15 minutes, not 30.

More room to sit during lunch, otherwise the day was 100% improved over last year!!!!

It was difficult to hear some of the presentations.

Maybe a little more structure during the exhibit area for example keeping our classes together and following a path so that we get to them all.

I think students should have had 2 presentations, then roam around time, then 2 more presentations. 4 presentations back to back was too much! Also was very difficult to hear presentations when they were all so close together.
New microphone, somehow make hearing the presenters better.
make it earlier in the year
I felt it was much more organized then last year. THANK YOU for providing water on such a hot day.
I feel that the guide could have been more prepared/ organized.
N/A
A little more time in the display area and a microphone for the presenters (at the beginning)
students needed pencils to be able to write on the green slips of paper for what the had learned
Presnetations were not all easily heard by all students
less heat more shade
Separate presentations more so we could actually hear the presentors.
to allow us to see all of the exhibits-we only got to see 4 during the beginning with our group. we we only
in tent C, and didn't get to see what was under the other tents.
Again, it was difficult for all the students to hear and see the presentations.
Total Number of Form Results: 38